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Welcome to Secrets Magazine

Editorial

I

know, I know, it’s that time
when fifteen year olds + are
desperately realising that they
have only four to six weeks
before the days of reckoning
arrive - Final Countdown to GCSEs
and A Levels! No time for magic?
Well, don’t despair - because
you won’t forget what you have
learned so far and your magic and
the magic world will still be there
when you come out the other side
of it all in July! So buckle down and
have that last push on revision –
you truly won’t regret it!
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If you are thinking about a career in magic – think of it alongside a
career in something else. You do need to earn some decent money
and get your life in order (car, house etc) before you can think of
going into full time performing. Whatever you hear from people
around you, you are likely to be stuck at home with your parents
forever if you choose a magic career without first having a degree or
other qualifications that you can use to full advantage. Look around
you – check out the younger magicians, especially those who were
members of YMC. Some have done very well indeed, within reason,
but they aren’t getting to that financial comfort place yet. So normal
career first, magic as a supplement!
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One point: if you are applying for a place at college, university, or for
a job – summer or full time – remember that magic is a great thing to
mention on your application form or to talk about during interviews.
You might wish to take a short trick with you to perform. Similarly, if
you need a reference, the YMC team may be able to help you so do
get in touch.
This issue covers both the Blackpool and Tyneside conventions. Sam
Richards’ account of his very first time in Blackpool is fascinating.
I particularly want to thank the organisers of Tyneside - Karri
Prinn, John Archer and Martin Duffy - who went out of their way to
make this convention a great one and to give me lots of help and
encouragement so that I could bring you photos of every session and
show i attended.

For YMC information, workshops etc
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.com
All competitions, articles and letters should
be sent to the address above or e-mailed
to: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

Talking of those shows, we were very sorry that Peter and June
Pinner have decided to retire from helping and performing at them.
We will miss them and thank them very much for their individual
contributions over the years.
Do consider writing for Secrets – after all it’s your magazine!
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I am aware that most of our
members never, or rarely, get
to our monthly workshops.
We have members all over
the U.K. and, indeed, even a
significant number overseas.
With a membership of around
500 and workshops only able to cater for a maximum of
90, less than 20% of you benefit so sometimes I think I
should share, through this column, wisdom imparted by
our wonderful volunteer tutors.
In January, the latest to join our workshop team was
Dave Loosley. Dave, an ex-YMC member, is now working
for Alakazam. He has invented a number of new tricks
which are marketed by this company and he is certainly
someone with bright and original ideas. At January’s
workshop he described some of his thought processes
when creating magic and I wanted to share and expand
on that thinking here.
Dave said his approach is to decide what effect he
wants to achieve first, then decide how to achieve it. His
thinking process is like a race where he goes to examine
the finishing post first, before going to the start. Dave
used a recently developed trick to illustrate this idea.
He said he wanted to make a card rise without the use
of threads or elastics; and he wanted the card to be a
freely chosen one which he is able to reveal before it
rises. So, with this finishing post clearly pictured in his
mind, he started the race - but it was not a clear run! He
considered those methods he already knew to see how
they could be adapted. And then as he was running he
came across obstacles – yes, I forgot to mention that
it can be a hurdle race! Each time he comes across a
problem in his method it is a hurdle to jump. His clear
thinking helps him clear the hurdles! The home sprint
is when all the hurdles have been jumped and the little
touches are being brought together in the final process.
I won’t divulge the method of his card rise here but I can
tell you that Dave has successfully combined two known
methods (one of rising a card and one of glimpsing a
chosen card) into a simple and effective process. So
what is the learning point for you, the reader, here? It
is that if you intend creating your own tricks – decide
what actual effect you want to achieve first (no matter
how impossible) and then work out the “how”. Visit the
finishing line first before you start the run!

Kevin Doig Chairman

page 21 • puzzle pizza • puzzle, humour & solutions

THE MAGIC
CIRCLE DIARY

7th, 28th April, 12th, 19th May
At Home with The Magic Circle

A regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some
of the club’s top magicians. This event features history,
close-up and stage entertainment and lasts for a full
evening. Doors open at 7.00pm and the Club Room bar and
museum are open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm. During
the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club Room
bar are open once again; then it’s time for a dazzling show
in The Magic Circle theatre to finish off your evening.
Note: suitable for ages 14 and above. Under-14s will not be
admitted.
Tickets £34.00 via www.seetickets.com
10th April, 8th May
Close-up at The Magic Circle
This event showcases some of the best close-up magicians;
audiences get to meet the performers and experience the
magic, often taking part themselves. Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7.00pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
Although all shows are of a universal nature and young
enthusiasts are welcomed, eighty minutes of close-up is
not usually recommended for those under 12.
Tickets £19.50 plus transaction fee from www.
themagiccircle.co.uk or www.seetickets.com
General Enquiries: closeup@themagiccircle.co.uk
13 April, 18 May
The Magic Circle Experience
Visit the House of 10,000 Secrets and enjoy a unique
experience at the headquarters of The Magic Circle. A
Monday morning event, bookable in advance only, for
groups and individuals.
Doors open 11.00am, event starts at 11.30am and lasts two
hours which leaves plenty of time to explore the rest of
London.
Note: this event is for over-12s only - no refunds will be
issued for under-12s.
Tickets £16.50 plus fee via www.seetickets.com
Further details for all events: www.themagiccircle.co.uk/
public-events
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2015
Saturday 11th April 2015
Saturday 20th June 2015

Saturday 16th May 2015 *
Saturday 18th July 2015 *

Saturday 19th September 2015 J-Day auditions * Sunday 25th October 2015 J-Day
Saturday 28th November 2015 *
NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.
For members only. Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time and receive confirmation. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net

A SPECIAL TV PROGRAMME COMING SOON!

?
bullieTVd series
tly being
curren
Are yousubje
on this subject, fronted by
ct but Freshone Productions is making a

It’s not an easy
eleven and eighteen years of age,
Ashley Banjo, and would love your help! If you are aged between
you! If you feel like you’ve tried
please contact them. They want to hear your story – and try to help
like to hear from you.
everything to solve the problem, but nothing is working then they’d
obligation at
All calls will be treated in the strictest confidence. There is no
this stage.
used for the
Any personal details you give us will be kept securely and only
.
purpose of considering your potential involvement in the programme
for you to
If you are under 18, please check your parent/guardian is happy
speak to us before calling.

Email: bullying@freshone.tv
T: 0808 168 9202

THE YMC FACEBOOK PAGE
ARE YOU THERE YET?

Our YMC Facebook page is becoming very popular and increasing
numbers of you are joining up.
If you have a Facebook account (yes, I know you have to be 14 or
over) then sign up and join in our
discussions.

Your fellow members are there waiting for you!
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Diamond Jim Tyler Presents
FORTUNE
COOKIE
SURPRISE
GAG:
Someone opens a fortune
cookie to reveal a weird or
spooky personal message.
Imagine opening a fortune cookie that
was addressed to you and accompanied
by a personal message. (You would think
you were in the TV series the Twilight
Zone.) This can be done with a little
preparation. The next time you dine in a
Chinese restaurant, or get take-out, ask
for some extra fortune cookies. Arranging
this gag is best done in the privacy of your
own home.
Most fortune cookies are heat-sealed in a
clear wrapper and have a plastic flap that
runs down the middle of one side. This
seal helps to keep the cookie fresh and
makes it easier to open by grabbing a hold
of it. Pull that plastic flap up so it remains
upright. Use a sharp blade like a Stanley
knife to cut underneath that flap the length
of the plastic wrapper.
Remove the cookie being careful not to
rip the plastic wrapper. Place the fortune
cookie into a microwave for ten seconds.
Once the timer goes off quickly remove
the temporarily soft cookie. Be careful not
to burn yourself as you pry open one end
of the cookie. Remove the fortune inside
and replace it with your own homemade
message printed on the same size strip
of paper. Place the cookie back into the
microwave for ten seconds. Once again

remove it quickly so that you may squeeze
the open end back together.
Once your surprise message is in the
cookie carefully put the cut-open wrapper
back around it. Then use super-glue to
adhere the flap back onto the wrapper to
seal it shut. Now when dining on Chinese
be sure that your friend gets your special
cookie. Their reaction, upon reading the
fortune, should exceed the trouble you
went to when preparing it.
You could put funny messages inside
like “The chef spit in your food” or “That
wasn’t chicken”. Remember that it is a
small piece of paper so you are limited on
words and space. Imagine reading one
that was personalized to a friend named
Adam that said, “Adam, she is cheating
on you.”, or “Adam- congrats on the new
job; unfortunately it will not last long.”
As a magician, it could reveal, “Your card
is the Ace of Clubs”; a real dollar bill, or
whatever. One could use this to make
someone laugh, scare them, to propose,
break-up, etc.
Often fortunes in cookies will simply
contain some wisdom like: “The truth
will set you free… unless you’ve killed
someone.”
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BLACKPOOL

MAGIC
CONVENTION
FEB2015

by sam richards

MY FIRST BLACKPOOL

I

was bubbling with excitement on the five
hour journey up to Blackpool, I was like a
rocket that could go through the roof at
any given moment! I was as ready as could
be for the largest magic convention in the
world!
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s I walked into the
Winter Gardens, on
that Friday afternoon,
I was immediately
stunned by the sight of
a jam packed hall of – magicians!
I wandered round a bit, not
knowing what to do with myself
and not having a clue where
to go. However I bumped into
fellow YMCer, Luke Oseland,
ds
who I ended up spending most
& frien
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of my time with over this
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phenomenal weekend.
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by sam richards

spending my money in the Dealers’
Hall. This was also crammed with
all sorts of magicians socialising
and buying all the newest (or
oldest) magic. At 1.30 pm my
personal favourite lecture started with Luke Jermay. This was a hour of
his unique takes on classic effects,
amazing card tricks, with brilliant
patter and intriguing mentalism. It
was a great lecture that really inspired
me to try some new styles of magic
and to create more of my own material.
After this YMCer Luke Oseland,
Oscar Leonard and I ate lunch and
The first lecturer I saw
hung around in the Dealers’ Hall,
was Charlie Frye. It was an
chatting to magicians for the rest
inspirational session that
of the day. Luke and I went out
has given me a completely
for dinner with our parents to a
different view on magic! I
delicious Italian place by the sea.
then spent the following
We also got to perform to the staff
O sc a
hours watching some of the
r Le o
and
met a working magician who
nard
best magicians in the world
& Rob
happened to be performing at
Zabre
perform what seemed like real
cky
the restaurant that night. We
magic - right under my nose!
then headed back to enjoy the
To finish off this amazing day, the
second Gala Show. This was a
exotic Gala Show ranged from a
night of quirky, yet entertaining,
pirate producing parrots to Charlie
acts which included the
Frye’s balancing and juggling act
twisted mind of Rob Zabrecky,
alongside some incredible magic.
a phenomenal quick change
This was all brilliant but I had no
act, a mind blowing sand artist
idea what I was in store for the
and much much more! The next
next day! People say that if
event was probably the highlight
you only get to go to
for me. It was the Beat the Wands
the convention for a
comedy magic competition. The
day, then Saturday Is
atmosphere was amazing, about
the day to go - and
five hundred magicians together in
they are right as it was,
a bar laughing, shouting and clapping. The
for me, the best of this
competition had twelve participants, one
three day trip.
of whom was our very own Luke Oseland.
I got up at eight thirty
He came third by performing multiplying
Dynamo
d
n
that
morning
and,
a
sponge bananas for five minutes nonrd
Leona
after possibly the most Oscar
stop! Next time you see him make
grotesque
English
sure you congratulate him on
breakfast ever, I went to
this achievement as it was a very
watch the incredible Diamond
tough audience! For the rest of
Jim Tyler’s lecture which taught
the night Luke, Sam Hinch and I
powerful mentalism with hilarious
went to the Ruskin Headquarters
patter! Jim is, of course, well
Hotel to be amongst some very
known to YMC members as
great magicians; for me the greatest
a regular contributor to this
thrill of the weekend was about
magazine. (See page 6)
to happen. Surrounded by a large
crowd
was Bebel! If you are a close
The next couple of hours passed
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Mel Mellers

Sam Ric
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up magician I suggest you go
look him up because he is one
of the greatest card magicians in
the world. He is a legend and is
an underground magician based
in Paris! Watching him perform
made me feel useless. At one
point I knew he was going to
do a pass and he then said he
was but, when he did it, it was
like nothing ever happened!
Watching him truly inspired me
to practise every single chance I
get.
ards & L
Sam Rich

MY FIRST BLACKPOOL
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A f t e r
two such fun days and
late nights - I woke up at about
ten o’clock on Sunday! The
B&B said we had to be out by
eleven so I had no choice. After
we packed and left I spent the
rest of the day bargaining and
dealing in the Dealers’ Hall
before the convention ended. I
did manage to get to one of the
last lectures though, from Alex
Pandrea. Throughout this lecture
everything from beginners’ card

routines
to
advanced
controls were taught. Alex
went into great detail and
had a very original style of
teaching, It was wonderful
to meet him afterwards and
have a small chat. The journey
home was spent watching
lectures and new magic
DVDs with Luke on his mum’s
laptop. All in all it was a really
great convention and if you
have never been I do suggest
that you go next year as it is an
experience you will never forget!
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sam richards

Korean Team of Magicians
After Sam left Blackpool there was still the final gala show where the
South Korean team of magicians put on a spectacular show which
ended with a heart-stopping nightmare illusion act from FISM winners
Masters Of Illusion.

Editor’s Note
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TRICK: On a Roll’!
You explain to your close up audience that tucked
into your top pocket is a handkerchief, in a specific
colour, which is your prediction. You are going to have
a colour chosen - but in as random a way as possible.
You will not just ask for a colour to be named, as
psychologically most people say either red or blue
and so this might seem too obvious. Therefore you
have prepared a list of 11 different colours and you
have two dice to roll, which could total any number
from 2 (one plus one) to 12 (six plus six.) The dice
will be rolled by a spectator three times and the total
on the third roll will be the chosen total, to make
it
completely
random. The dice
are rolled three
times, the total
on the third roll
is, for example,

pocket and an orange hankie in the top pocket of
your jacket. You mention your ‘top pocket’ at the
start, but you do
not say which
one! This means
that either colour
can be pulled out
by the spectator
and
displayed
at the end. You
direct them to the correct pocket in your patter.

By Chris Wardle
six made with
a 5 and a 1, and
the sixth colour
is now looked
at on the list.
It is orange.
The
spectator
now reaches into the performer’s top pocket and
produces an orange hankie – a perfect match!
There are two methods running simultaneously here.
Firstly the dice appear genuine but they are rather
special. You can buy trick dice from various dealers (I
got mine from The Card Collection) where they only
have a 1, 2 or 3 printed on one of them and only 4, 5
and 6 printed on the other. Therefore each number
appears twice on each die. However, because they
are handled and rolled together as a pair, everything
appears genuine as they are not loaded and a free
mix of numbers is seen on each roll. You cannot see
more than three sides of a die at any time, so the
special printing is hidden perfectly. Simply handle
them casually and don’t draw particular attention to
them. With these special dice, only the totals 5, 6, 7,
8 or 9 can be made, so only five totals rather than the
eleven you claim!
You need to be wearing a jacket and a shirt with a
top pocket. You place a purple hankie in your shirt

The list of colours looks like this:
2 White
3 Yellow
4 Red
5 Violet
6 Orange
7 Purple
8 Amber
9 Mauve
10 Green
11 Blue
12 Pink
As you can see, 5, 7 and 9 are covered by the purple
hankie and 6 and 8 are covered by the orange hankie.
At a casual glance, the list appears all different and
innocent.
It appears that - despite a completely free choice of
total, rolled by the spectator (and a list of all different
colours) - you have been able to predict the chosen
one all along!
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small convention has many bonuses for
the delegate. You get a good seat for
everything, you get to meet people as
you are ‘all in it together’ and the stars are
far more forthcoming and helpful as they
have the time.
Tyneside was packed with good things – from lectures
to shows, workshops to dealers, there was definitely
something for all and at a pace that you could absorb
and enjoy. Everything took place in one building which
housed a theatre, cinema and dealers hall as well as a
cafe serving food and drink all day.

The first event was the children’s show with Blackpool
magician, Russ Brown, using his ballooning skills
alongside some great trick routines. He seemed a little
daunted by the fact that the children were eleven year
olds and he had prepared for younger ones – but he
coped well. Once the show itself was over, the children
left and Russ went into his philosophies of performing
for young people and showed us some interesting
things he used to enhance his shows.
Satori was one of the people whose reputation as
a mentalist went before him. There was a lot of
mentalism at this convention - from him, Atlas and
Looch - and from Luke
Jermay.

Russ Brown

Satori’s
lecture
was
inspiring. He worked with
us on his billet switch and
also covered his version
of Confabulation, which
made it easy to load
the prediction into his
O’Connell wallet.
He told us: ‘If you
remember why you do
what you do, then you
will do it well!’ This was
something well worth
noting down and using.
He also said: ‘Sometimes
the
story
is
more
important than the trick
– but some routines are
stronger without a story.’
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He demonstrated this by asking
for a spectator with two banknotes
to give them to another spectator
nearby who then selected one of
them – Satori was able to reel off
the number without any hesitation.
His method was a subtle use of a
phone, not the only one we would
see this weekend. He also told us
never to ask for justification such
as “We haven’t arranged anything?’
He told us that justification is an
excuse and shouldn’t be used.
We saw the divination of info on
sealed papers and a wonderful
demonstration of contact reading
– finding a chosen object from
among several.

However I really found his sayings
of equal interest, another direct
quote: ‘Success depends on four
things: situation, your aim, methods
– and luck!’
His final quote, slightly adapted,
came from Mark Twain: ‘Don’t part
with your dreams. When they are
gone you may still exist but you
have ceased to live.’
John Carey told us we would have
‘Powerful, practical and do-able
magic’ during his lecture.
He opened with a coin routine and
also included, among his card work,
a sandwich routine, a clock face
type effect, a Do as I Do trick and
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also two table top controls.
The first gala show was hosted by
the wonderfully laid-back Michael
Finney. Dave Andrews was the
opening act with his award-winning
manipulations of canes, silks, cards
and billiard balls. He ended with
the slick appearances and changes
of many different coloured cards
which cascaded from his table as
well as his hands.
Did I say there was a lot of
mentalism this weekend? Satori
was eternally elegant as he divined
merely thought of dates, countries,
colours and numbers. Nine people
lined up with large cards which
they shuffled and held over their

Cover Story
High Jinx

with Michael Jordan (one half of High Jinx and past YMC member)
displaying his great juggling act which used the light bulbs from
around his dressing table as the balls and ended with him juggling
them from the top of an extremely high unicycle.
Luke Jermay gave us another blindfold act, complete with swathes of
bandages again! However his use of theatre, film projection and music
brought this to another level as he proceeded to answer questions
written by members of the audience. These had been dropped into a
bag and left on a table at the back of the stage and Luke used a stick
to tap his way to and fro, fetching cards one at a time and coming
back to the microphone on the stand to answer the question he had
chosen.
Diamond and Jade closed the show with their illusions. A bowling
ball production and Linking Rings interspersed a box illusion and a
barrels illusion finale.
Saturday, for me, began with a lecture from Atlas Brookings. The
earlier one, that I missed, was from Kieron Lefever and everyone had
thoroughly enjoyed it.
Atlas gave a talk on branching anagrams, starting by saying that
most people use twelve choices but, for him, that is not enough. He
then proceeded to show us, in minute detail, how to divine a thoughtof Superhero and a thought of Disney movie. The principle worked
on knowing which letters were likely to be missing and narrowing it
down till you have the only answer that would possibly fit.
The close up show was held in an intimate cinema setting, the
perfect space with raked seating and low lighting. There were three
performers and the delegates were split into two groups so that the
audiences were small enough to enjoy them.
John Carey was first with some great card effects and Gordon Bruce
used a slow, deliberate delivery and humour to vanish a card which
was found in a plastic wallet. This same card was then discovered in
the middle of a ribbon spread and vanished, yet again, to reappear on
top of the card box, more than once, as well as under a glass.

heads; Satori was able to name the
countries written on them, in order, and
also the nine digit number made up on
the reverse sides. Finally he had two
people bind his head tightly, swathed in
bandages, before he told us the many
different things that were written on the
chalk board behind him.
John Archer was, as always, a laugh
a minute explosion on the stage. He
brought us a fascinating card trick, with
the help of a spectator, where whatever
happened to two decks, the top cards
always matched. John followed this
with his own A-Z road map book test –
always a winner, his humour bringing a
lot of energy to the enthralled audience.
The second half of the gala show started

The final act was Luke Jermay who, with some beautiful prose,
explained how he was going to use his deck of cards for self reflection
for two spectators. Each chose a card and Luke held their hands and
gave them a reading, telling them that the ‘messages’ would only
be meaningful if they had chosen the cards he named at the end.
We assume that they did! Then four spectators were asked to come
forward with a question on their minds only. Luke answered them all
and asked the spectators to sit down having heard the one for them
- all sat.
There was a brief interlude in the theatre for a Dealers Showcase
while the other group saw the close up show. Then it was time for the
Paul Nardini lecture
Mentalism was the watchword once more. Paul’s lecture was based
on things you don’t need to buy from dealers - for instance, a thoughtof card found inside an envelope. This was based on an Alan Shaxon
effect but Alan needed heavy pocket management. Paul’s version
used just four envelopes and was simple to put together. A simple trick
using a friction pen really interested me - all dealing with passwords for
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Satori w
ith
Mhairi N
ardini
computers
and having a great
Dave Andrews
finish. To choose a word
for a book test Paul used
an ingenious method of
having a penny, covered
in spray mount, dropped in
between the pages of a book to force a word. There was
another card trick, more billet switching and something
with business cards, envelopes and pens – all available
from your nearest stationers if you ever lose or forget
your props which was the whole essence of this fine
lecture.
The final lecture of Saturday was Luke Jermay. He relied
on some great stories to set the themes and tones of his
magic, including one about Walter Irving Scott, Al Baker
and the Phantom at the Card Table. Luke demonstrated
how to use a modern day shiner to find out the names
of cards or even details of photos. He showed us a great
Living or Dead test, using a stack of envelopes to help
him. He also advised that if you are working for a group
of people who have limited English, such as Japanese,
and they write something in their own alphabet on a
card for you to divine, be sure to treat it as a drawing
rather than a word – and copy it out as it’s written. No
one will know you don’t read and write in that language!
He spent considerable time explaining the workings of a
trick where a person wrote private details on a card and
Luke was able to report them back to the spectator. He
ended by explaining how
he was able to
answer

i
t Nardin
T he Grea

Tamsyn S
ear - High
J inx

questions
posed by a group – another
amazing explanation that made you want to rush out
and try this idea as soon as possible!
Saturday’s gala show opened with a second appearance
by High Jinx. A girl appeared from a fire cage and a yellow
safety box had neon tubes passed into it despite a girl
being inside. This was all performed with great timing, the
music fitting every movement exactly. Michael juggled
clubs for a short interlude and then put together a chair
suspension which ended with his assistant balanced
only on a juggling club, a feat that brought gasps from
the audience.
Atlas and Looch had spectators on stage to fill a glass
bowl with objects from their pockets and bags. Atlas
held up each item and Looch, down among the audience
and with his back to the stage, was able to identify and
tell some of the history of each one. He was also able to
guess ‘heads or tails’ on a spun coin and play a matching
game with someone who was demonstrating Rock,
Paper, Scissors.
Dave Andrews also made a return visit – this time as a
superb ventriloquist. He started with a sock puppet and
moved on to a genii in a bottle
who held

Michael Finney
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Gordon B
ruce
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Sato

Kieron
Lefeve
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tightly to a rope
suspended from it. He invited a child onto
the stage and made her toy dog into a
puppet before showing her how he could
build his chatterbox duck from two legs,
a body, a head, some eyes and a beak!
There was great laughter throughout and
Dave was a hit with all ages.
The final act of the first half was The Great
Nardini, a spoof magic act in which most
things went completely wrong! Doves
were ‘produced’ on and off throughout
the act, to the exasperation of magic
assistant Mairhi, silks and tables were
used to great effect and the climax was
very funny indeed.
Michael Finney opened the second half
with his ‘act as known’. Six Card Repeat
was played into a hat on a stand which
Michael claimed cost him $650 and didn’t
do more than sit on stage and receive
cards! He used Bruce Kalver’s Spiral to
great effect and also dressed a child as
a magician in a lovely D’Lite and magic
wand sequence. His Cut & Restored rope
routine was, as always, a joy to watch with
several side-splitting moments.
High Jinx were back once again to close
the show, this time with some bigger
illusions. They worked tirelessly to bring a
real spark to the end of the show and the
applause was loud with praise when the

Atlas & Looch
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final curtain fell.
There were two more lectures on Sunday
morning. Gordon Bruce gave a good
session with cards using lots of clever
working and gentle humour.

John Carey

Then Michael Finney ended the weekend
with his lecture, full of laughter and fun
plus some good, solid, workable tricks and
ideas based on the act he’d performed the
night before. He talked about being able
to perform comedy without tricks in order
to become a better magician and how this
had led to him doing stand up on a regular
basis. His lecture was a great way to finish
the convention.
For those who had paid an additional fee,
there was a Satori workshop during the
afternoon. I was lucky enough to attend
as a volunteer so that those taking part
had someone on whom to practise what
they had learned. The class was on
contact mind reading and billet switches,
both taught with great care and in great
detail by the Master himself.

Paul Nardini

igh J inx
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Michael J

This was a wonderful convention – so
who are they lining up for us in Tyneside
for 2016? Watch this space!
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TRICK

ODD ONE OUT!

by Ian Adair

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

M.I.M.C.

x

EFFECT:

xxxxxxx
A deck of cards and a packet of pay-type
envelopes are handed to a spectator. The
spectator is asked to select four pip cards (any
suits)
plus one court card.
xxxxxxxxxx
Each one is individually inserted into an
xxxxxxxxxxx
envelope
chosen by the spectator. All five sealed
envelopes
are well mixed.
xxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

The performer doesn’t look at any of the
envelopes but he picks them up one at a time.
Placing each to forehead, he/she finally reveals
which envelope contains the odd card - the court
card.

xxxxxxxxx

Cards and envelopes can be examined and
handled by members of the audience.

APPARATUS:
A packet of small brown manila envelopes,
often called ‘pay envelopes’. These are
available from most pound shops. Only
five envelopes are used during each
performance, but since you seal
each, you will obviously require
additional ones for repeat shows.

Ask a spectator to fan through the deck and request
him or her to remove five cards, four pip ones, the odd
one being a court card. These are laid face up on the
table surface.
Hand the packet of envelopes to the same spectator,
requesting that any five can be selected. You now
insert each card into each envelope.
In placing the court card inside an envelope, allow the
small ball bearing to drop inside. It will automatically
drop to the base, but if not, whilst sealing it, casually
shake it. All five envelopes are sealed during this
presentation.
The envelopes containing the cards can be mixed
by using a sieve or a large clear plastic jug. Ask the
spectator to shake them around.
You turn your head away from the container, whilst
you remove the envelopes one at a time. The best
idea is for you to quickly feel around so to make sure
the envelope which contains the ball bearing isn’t
brought out first. Leave this one as the fourth to
be brought out for best effect.
Each envelope is brought up to
the forehead for a few seconds.
Discard the ones which contain
the pip cards (those without a
ball bearing which can easily be
felt through the paper material
of the envelope).

A regular deck of cards.
A small ball bearing.

SET-UP
Remove the cards from the case and
drop the small ball bearing inside. Now
replace the cards on top.
Have the entire packet of envelopes nearby.

When you feel the shape of the
ball bearing through the envelope,
state that this one contains the
court card and place it to one side.
The fifth envelope is placed against the
forehead and like the other pip card ones,
is discarded.
You now open the envelope which contains the court
card. At the same time allow the small ball bearing
to drop into the hand. Toss both the card and the
envelope onto the table and ask spectators to open
the others.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Display the deck in its case. Open the case and
remove the deck. Allow the small ball bearing to
secretly roll out into your right hand and grip it
between your index finger and thumb.

NOTE:
A small round bead or small nut (as in nuts and bolts)
could be used in place of the ball bearing.
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MEMBER PROFILE:

James Whelan
Want to appear here too?
e-mail for a Member Profile Form
from mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

What is your favourite magic
on TV?
Dynamo – Magician
Impossible
Which magician would you
most like to be and why?

Age:

Favourite Film?

13
Current Home:

Now You See Me
Favourite Magicians?

Dynamo because he is
awesome and really cool.
If you had your own TV chat
show and could interview
any three people - real or
fictitious, dead or alive - who
would they be?

Bedford
Joined The Young Magicians
Club?

Dynamo, Patrick Kun, Wayne
Fox
What kind of Magic do you
enjoy the most?

Dynamo, Harry Houdini and
Wayne Houchin.
Top tip for getting into
magic?

I really like street magic and
card tricks but also enjoy
coin magic and my Messado
Linking Rings.
What do you like most about
Secrets?

Learn a few simple tricks
and test them out on your
friends and family and if you
enjoy their reaction then
you should consider taking
it to the next level. Practise
whenever possible, such as
on the bus to school.
Some people I would
like to thank in magic
for either their help or
encouragement?

September 2014
Hobbies apart from magic?
Tennis, Snowboarding
Favourite magic book?
I haven’t read many magic
books because I find online
videos and DVDs more
useful as a way to learn new
tricks.
Favourite Non-Magic Book?
Point Blanc by Anthony
Horowitz. It is a really funny
and entertaining adventure
story.
Favourite magic DVD?
Asi Wind’s Three Card
Routine

I like finding out about how
other people learn magic
and what the young magic
community is doing.
Strongest non-magical
performing influences?
My Grandad
Strongest magical
influences?
Dynamo
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Mr. Warren and his year
6 class who invite me to
perform my magic every
Tuesday. Also, my Grandad
who has always been really
supportive of my magic.

REVIEWS
things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Wings

HH
Requires practice

by Amos Levkovitch
n

Reviewed by Edward Hilsum

75 min. instructional DVD. £19.00 from your favourite dealer
supplied by Murphy’s Magic
Amos Levkovitch is one of the finest dove workers the world has seen.
Sadly no longer with us, this DVD does a wonderful job at capturing Amos’s
beliefs on this area of magic. Framed as a casual conversation with Jeff
Hobson, Amos’ English is not fantastic, so Jeff does a wonderful job asking
further questions and helping to clarify some points.
Amos was well-respected for having some of the best trained doves in
the business. After watching the DVD, this should come as no surprise!
Extremely generous with his knowledge, it’s refreshing to see a clear
emphasis on care and safety of the doves, it feels like Amos genuinely
cares about his animals, something that is, unfortunately, often lacking in
dove magic. This DVD has some of the best advice I’ve seen on dove care
and I’d therefore recommend it to any dove worker, or anyone thinking of getting into dove
magic, just for this. You can’t hear this information too many times!
There is also a masterclass in producing lit matches! From choosing the right matches, and how to prepare
them, through to creating the perfect pull - this is the most detail I’ve ever seen on the subject. If you want
to produce a lit match, this DVD is worth getting for this advice alone.
Overall Amos provides a great introduction to dove magic, touching on most areas. It does however lack
any depth with regards to production technique. Maybe this wouldn’t be of much interest to those seeking
a brief insight into what’s involved; but to those who do want to learn the subtleties of producing doves
invisibly, something which Amos was undoubtedly one of the masters, I’d highly recommend Amos’s other
DVDs which cover his techniques in great detail.
Nevertheless if you’re new to dove magic and would like a feel for what’s involved, this a good place to start
as Amos does show the props he uses and explains the specific design. His final words certainly resonated
with me and I feel sum up him and his beliefs perfectly: “Take good care of your doves and they will take
good care of you.”

The Rings

HH

by Chris Capehart
n

Requires practice

Reviewed by Edward Hilsum

Instructional DVD and gimmicks. £16.00 from your favourite dealer supplied by
Murphy’s Magic.
Chris Capehart has certainly mastered The Linking Rings. Having worked with them since 1979, the routine
taught looks extremely magical in his hands. Using just three rings, Chris keeps the flourishes to a minimum,
instead relying on simplicity and clarity to sell the illusion.
One part which stands out for me is a move Chris calls The Meltdown. As the name suggests, it is an
incredible illusion where one ring seemingly melts straight through another.
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Chris says what makes his routine special is that it’s “in your face” and
can be done up close or on stage. Although I haven’t performed it, from
the performance on the DVD taken at The Magic Castle, and having seen
Chris work live, I would agree that it is a very strong routine. It builds well
and doesn’t suffer from repetition as many other ring routines do.
The DVD is clearly divided by the moves and phases of the routine. Chris
is a good teacher, fairly quick in his explanation; the moves themselves
are quite simple and I felt that he does a good job at explaining the
important points. You will need to watch the explanations a few times,
however, to fully understand the subtleties Chris has developed.
This is undoubtedly a fantastic Linking Ring routine. Simple and direct,
with some truly magical moments, I’m positive that anyone who works
with rings will find a new move to work on. For anyone looking to get into
The Linking Rings, this is a great place to start.

Destination Zero
by John Bannon
n

HH
Requires practice

Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

Hard bound and illustrated book. £32.00 from www.squashpublishing.com.
Destination Zero is John Bannon’s latest collection of card based miracles.
However, unlike his previous work, this is a collection of self-working card
magic. His aim, or destination in this case, is ensuring there are zero sleights
required to accomplish these effects. Some basic techniques are required spreading, cutting and dealing cards competently (which makes the cross cut
or Balducci cut deeper force fair game) - but any basic sleights, such as the
glide or jog shuffle, are out of bounds. Bannon’s theory for this collection is
that, by layering on several principles and finding synergies between them,
the resultant effect is greater than the sum of its parts.
So does it deliver? In short, across the majority of effects, yes it does. Cross
Purposes is a brilliantly simple trick in which two participants each randomly
select a number. Spectator A memorises a card based on their secret
number. Spectator B deals to their secret number of cards from the top of
the deck and sure enough, despite virtually test conditions, the selected
card is found. This is an almost hands off two person ACAAN routine that
may well fool your magician friends. Tiny Contrary Killer involves a physical
and mental card selection. It finishes with the magician finding the chosen
card and showing the mentally selected card was predicted ahead of time
by pulling a matching card from a wallet. The name of this effect gives an
idea of what principle is being very smartly employed. AK 47 is another mental selection plot
that has the power to badly fool your spectators and magician friends alike; whilst Thirty Second Sense is
the entertaining marriage of a ‘magician goes wrong’ and ACAAN plot, that centres on the change in your
wallet. There are twenty-four card effects in total and one non card item - a Bank Night routine with eight
envelopes. Those familiar with Bannon’s poker routines in previous work will recognise the methods in play
here; but this is still an excellent application of a principle which delivers an altogether different, puzzling
and amusing Bank Night routine.
There isn’t too much narrative delivered alongside each effect which I think helps. It’s up to the reader to
shape these simple but effective tricks into more personal pieces. Like all collections of self-working tricks,
there are some effects that were still a little too procedural (at least for my taste), but on the whole, I think
fans of card magic and Bannon will find good material here that they will use.
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TRICK

SIX OUT
OF
SIX
by Ian Adair
WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

EFFECT:
From the pocket or wallet/purse a 2p coin
is removed amongst other coins. The coin is
freely shown and both hands are seen to be
empty.
You state that you intend to place your hands
behind your back and, undercover, you will
mentally select in which hand the coin lies.
Bringing out both hands clenched as fists,
you ask a spectator to freely select the one
which he or she thinks contains the coin.
The spectator is proved wrong and the
experiment is repeated another five times.
Not once does the spectator select the hand
which contains the coin. Coincidence? - I
doubt it!

Remove some coins from your pocket and
explain to your audience that only one coin is
required for this experiment.
In displaying the special coin, it is held between
the thumb and index finger. Spectators see a
single coin. Both hands are shown empty.
You place both of your hands behind your back
and explain that you will bring both out as fists,
one containing the coin. However, behind your
back you simply part the shell from the insert
so you have a unit in both hands. You then
ask a spectator to point to the clenched fist
which contains the coin. No matter which fist
the spectator selects, the other fist is opened
to reveal the coin (the face surface of the shell
is always displayed uppermost during this
routine). The other fist is left clenched.
Both hands are again placed behind the back
and the effect is repeated several times.

APPARATUS:

After the last revelation of the coin, the one
shown is casually transferred to the other
hand so both can be nested together
as ‘one’. Immediately display the
‘single’ coin.

A shell coin with an insert.
The one I use is a 2p coin which
was very reasonable priced, but
any shell coin and insert can
be used.
Coin Insert
A solid coin that fits inside
the shell.

If you want to be extra clever,
put pressure on the coin
(and insert) using your index
finger so the shell can be
pushed into the fleshy
part of the hand where it
remains palmed. Now toss
the insert onto the table and
ditch the shell in your pocket.

SET-UP:
Have this coin ( insert already
inside) easily accessible inside your
pocket alongside other coins.

Note:
The effect can be performed with the hands (fists)
in front of the body rather than being held behind the
back. Rest both clenched fists on a table surface, ask
someone to drape them with an opaque handkerchief.
You will find it an easy matter to go through the pretence
of supposedly changing the coin positions each time.
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CIRCLE OF DANCE
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How many girls are there if there
twelve boys in the circle.

Dennis Patten’s

Solutions

February 2015

1st step

BELT
2nd step

3rd step

TRANSMISSION
SOLUTION:
Clockwise
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SIX - SE
V

Is there a way to use three 6s to

Send your answer;
rcle.co.uk by
via email to mandy@TheMagicCi
wins!
28th April. First one out of the hat
who correctly
Congratulations to Joseph Morel
petition
answered the February 2015 com
on its way.
question, Well done! Your prize is
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make a 7?
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